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Supplementary Methods
Generating models for quantitative trait loci affecting fitness-For each QTL model, QTL positions were assigned using the observed genomic outcomes using a custom R script. In the most complex model (model 1), a fitness QTL was placed at a given genomic window if a particular genetic background's alleles became fixed there in any of the evolved lines (with double or triple fitness benefits for alleles that became fixed in two or three evolved lines, respectively). However, to reduce the total number of QTLs, blocks of adjacent windows with the same observed outcome were combined into a single QTL. In model 2, only QTLs derived from blocks of at least 10 adjacent genomic windows were used. Model 3 was a reduced version of model 2, in which only QTL alleles that became fixed in at least two of the three evolved lines were kept. Model 4 was a further reduced version of model 3, in which equal fitness benefits were assigned to all QTL alleles (i.e., alleles that became fixed in all three evolved lines were assigned the same fitness values as alleles that became fixed in two of the three lines), and adjacent QTLs that became identical after simplifying fitness values were further collapsed. Again, the fitness effects of individual QTLs were assigned such that the optimal genotype would have the assigned maximum relative fitness (1.1, 1.5, 2, 4, or 10). Lastly, the null model contained no fitness QTLs, simulating neutral evolution. Files specifying the QTL locations and fitness values for each model are included with the simulation source code, along with an R script that generates these files from the observed outcomes.
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Supplementary Results
Confirming fixed novel mutations with Sanger sequencing-I designed primers to amplify ~300-600 bp regions surrounding the three putative de novo mutations identified in the Illumina data ( Supplementary Table 3 ). PCRs were run in 10 μL volumes containing 1x NH 4 -based reaction buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.5 μM primers, and 0.05 units Taq polymerase, with genomic DNA from ancestral and evolved populations as template. Thermal cycling consisted of an initial 3-minute denaturation at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 95°C denaturation for 1 minute, 50°C annealing for 1 minute, and extension at 72°C for 1 minute, plus a final extension step of 72°C for 5 minutes. Amplification of target regions was confirmed using agarose gel electrophoresis, and remaining PCR products were cleaned using ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix) following the manufacturer's instructions. Sequencing mixtures consisting of 2.5 µL PCR product, 7.5 µL water, and 5 µL of 5 μM sequencing primer were prepared and submitted to GeneWiz (South Plainfield, NJ) for sequencing. For mutations 1 and 2, an internal sequencing primer was used; for mutation 3, the forward PCR primer was used for sequencing ( Supplementary Table 3 ). Sanger sequencing confirmed the presence of each mutation in the evolved lines they were identified in with the Illumina data, as well as their absence in ancestral populations, at least at the detection threshold ( Supplementary Figure 2) . 
Figure S1
Frequencies of founding genetic background alleles in evolved lines and multiple simulated populations. Top three panels: actual experimental evolution lines. Remaining panels: simulated populations (model 1 with a maximum relative fitness of 10 and a 1% outcrossing rate). Each panel represents a single population. Point symbols/colors indicate the founder genetic backgrounds as in Figure 1 .
Figure S2
Chromatograms from Sanger sequencing of PCR products confirming de novo mutations in evolved populations. The mutated bases are highlighted.
Ancestor
Ancestor Ancestor 16EE6 g50 18EE1 g50 18EE2 g50 III: 4, 895, 774 X: 8, 801, 613 X: 16, 501, 330 
